Context. We present results from a kinematical study of the gas in the nucleus of the active S0 galaxy NGC 3998 obtained from archival HST/STIS long-slit spectra. Aims. We analyzed the emission lines profiles and derived the map of the gas velocity field. The observed velocity curves are consistent with gas in regular rotation around the galaxy's center. Methods. By modeling the surface brightness distribution and rotation curve of the Hα emission line we found that the observed kinematics of the circumnuclear gas can be accurately reproduced by adding to the stellar mass component a compact dark mass (black hole) of M BH = 2.7 +2.4 −2.0 × 10 8 M ⊙ (uncertainties at a 2 σ level); the radius of its sphere of influence (R sph ∼ 0. ′′ 16) is well resolved at the HST resolution. Results. The BH mass estimate in NGC 3998 is in good agreement with both the M BH − M bul (with an upward scatter by a factor of ∼ 2) and M BH − σ correlations (with a downward scatter by a factor of ∼ 3 − 7, depending on the form adopted for the dependence of M BH on σ). Conclusions. Although NGC 3998 cannot be considered as an outlier, its location with respect to the M BH − σ relation conforms with the trend suggesting the presence of a connection between the residuals from the M BH − σ correlation and the galaxy's effective radius. In fact, NGC 3998 has one of the smallest values of R e among the galaxies with measured M BH (0.85 kpc) and it shows a negative residual. This suggests that a combination of both σ and R e is necessary to drive the correlations between M BH and other bulge properties, an indication for the presence of a black holes "fundamental plane".
Introduction
It is generally believed that supermassive black holes (SMBHs; ∼ 10 6 − 10 10 M ⊙ ) are a common, if not universal, feature in the nuclei of nearby galaxies. Since the discovery of quasars (Schmidt 1963) , it has been suggested that active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are powered by mass accretion onto a SMBH (Salpeter 1964; Lynden-Bell 1969) . This belief, combined with the observed evolution of the space density of AGNs and the high incidence of low-luminosity AGN-like activity in the nucleus of nearby galaxies (Heckman 1980; Maoz et al. 1995; Ho et al. 1997a,b; Braatz et al. 1997; Barth et al. 1998 Barth et al. , 1999 Nagar et al. 2002) implies that a significant fraction of galaxies in the Local Universe must host black holes (BHs), relics of past activity (Soltan 1982; Chokshi & Turner 1992; Yu & Tremaine 2002; Marconi et al. 2004; Shankar et al. 2004) .
Supports to these beliefs came from studies of the centers of nearby early-type galaxies, which revealed that most contain SMBHs (Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001; 2001) and that the BH mass M BH correlates with some properties of the host galaxy, such as bulge luminosity L bul and mass M bul (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998; Marconi & Hunt 2003) , light concentration (Graham et al. 2001 ) and bulge velocity dispersion σ bul (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002) . The correlation with the bulge velocity dispersion was thought to be the tightest having the smallest scatter: rms ∼ 0.3 in log M BH . Ferrarese & Merritt (2000) argued that, for their selected sample of 12 galaxies, thought to have the most reliable BH mass estimates, the observed scatter in the M BH − σ bul relation was fully accounted for by the assumed measurement errors, which implies that there may be no intrinsic scatter in the correlation. More recently, Marconi & Hunt (2003) have shown that when considering only galaxies with secure BH mass and bulge parameters determinations all the above correlations have a similar observed scatter (see also McLure & Dunlop 2002; Erwin et al. 2004; Häring & Rix 2004) .
The existence of any intrinsic correlations of M BH and host galaxy bulge properties supports the idea that the growth of SMBHs and the formation of bulges are closely linked (Silk & Rees 1998; Haehnelt & Kauffmann 2000) , therefore having important implications for theories of galaxy formation and evolution. Moreover, SMBH mass estimates inferred via the above correlations, when more direct methods are unplayable, enter in a variety of important studies spanning from AGNs physics and fueling to coeval formation and evolution of the host galaxy and its nuclear black hole. These correlations need, however, to be further investigated by increasing the number of accurate BH mass determinations in nearby galactic nuclei to set these correlations on stronger statistical basis. In particular such a study has the potential to establish the precise role of the various host galaxy's parameters in setting the resulting BH mass. To date, reliable SMBH detections have been obtained for a limited number of galaxies (∼ 30, see Ferrarese & Ford 2005 for a review), with a bulk of M BH estimates in the range of 10 7 −10 9 M ⊙ . Furthermore, the coverage of the mass range is particularly poor at the low-mass end, the sample being strongly biased against late Hubble types and low luminosity objects. To add reliable new points to the M BH − host galaxy properties planes is then a fundamental task for future developments of astronomical and physical studies, and is the aim of the work described in this paper.
Spectral information at the highest possible angular resolution is required to directly measure the mass of SMBHs: the radius of the"sphere of influence" (Bahcall & Wolf 1976 ) of massive BHs is typically
′′ even in the nearest galaxies. Among the so far most widely used techniques to detect and estimate BHs masses is stellar dynamical modeling (e.g. Dressler & Richstone 1988; Kormendy & Richstone 1995; van der Marel et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Verolme et al. 2002) , but the interpretation of the data is complex involving many degrees of freedom and requiring data of very high signalto-noise ratio (Valluri et al. 2004 ). Radio frequency measurements of H 2 O masers in disks around BHs, finally, can be applied only to the small fraction of the disks inclined such that their maser emission is directed toward us (Braatz et al. 1997) . A more widely applicable and relatively simple method to detect BHs is based on gas kinematics (e.g. Harms et al. 1994; Ferrarese et al. 1996; Macchetto et al. 1997; Barth et al. 2001) , through studies of ordinary optical emission lines from circumnuclear gas disks, provided that the gas velocity field is not dominated by non gravitational motions. A successful modeling of the gas velocity field under the sole influence of the stellar and black hole potential is needed to provide a posteriori support for a purely gravitational kinematics. The angular resolution of ∼ 0.
′′ 1 of the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) onboard HST is the most suitable to perform such studies. The wealth of unpublished data contained in STIS archives represents an extraordinary and still unexplored resource.
Following this chain of reasoning, we performed a systematical search for unpublished data in the HST STIS archive with the aim of finding galaxies candidates to provide a successful SMBH mass measurement.
In this paper we present the results obtained for the active galaxy NGC 3998. From the Lyon/Meudon Extragalactic Database (HyperLeda), NGC 3998 is classified as an early type (S0) galaxy with an heliocentric radial velocity of 1040 ± 18 km s −1 . With H 0 = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 and after correction for Local Group infall onto Virgo, this corresponds to a distance of 17 Mpc and a scale of 83 pc arcsec −1 . NGC 3998 is spectroscopically classified as a LINER with broad Hα emission (Heckman 1980; Keel 1983; Ho et al. 1997a,b) and no significant broadline polarization (Barth et al. 1999 ) therefore indicating a probable direct view to a BLR. Support to this hypothesis comes from studies of HST WFPC2 optical images which revealed an unobscured nucleus and the presence of a bright circumnuclear ionized gas disk (Pogge et al. 2000) . The nucleus contains a variable compact flat spectrum radio source (Hummel et al. 1984 ) displaying a weak jet-like northern structure (Filho et al. 2002) . A bright UV source (unresolved at HST FOC resolution) is present in the center of NGC 3998 (Fabbiano et al. 1994) . Its rapidly variable flux (Maoz et al. 2005) implies that a significant fraction of the UV output is contributed by a non-stellar AGN component. A substantial featureless continuum component is also observed in the optical (González Delgado et al. 2004) . The presence of an AGN in the nucleus of NGC 3998 is further strengthened by X-ray observations, which revealed the presence of a nuclear source with a power law spectrum (Roberts & Warwick 2000; Pellegrini et al. 2000) and X-ray and Hα luminosity values consistent with the low luminosities extension of the correlation observed for Seyferts and QSOs (see Koratkar et al. 1995) .
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we present HST/STIS data and the reduction that lead to the results described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we model the observed Hα emission line rotation curve and we show that the dynamics of the circumnuclear gas can be accurately reproduced by circular motions in a disk when a point-like dark mass is added to the stellar potential. Our results are discussed in Sec. 5, and summarized in Sec. 6.
HST data and reduction
NGC 3998 was observed with STIS on HST in 1997 November 01 with the G750M grating and the 52 ′′ × 0. ′′ 1 slit. Data were acquired at five different slit positions, following a perpendicularto-slit pattern with a step of 0.
′′ 1 and the central slit centered on the nucleus. The orientation of the slit was −81
• from North, and the exposure time was 328 s for each position. The position of the continuum peak had been acquired with the ACQ mode with two 10 s exposures obtained with the optical long-pass filter MIRVIS. The five spectra obtained, NUC for the nuclear slit, N1-N2 and S1-S2 (from North to South) for the four off-nuclear, were retrieved from the public archive. Fig. 1 shows the slit locations superposed onto a narrow band WFPC2, obtained by using the F658N filter, including the Hα+[N II] lines.
The data were obtained with a 2x1 on-chip binning of the detector pixels and automatically processed through the standard CALSTIS pipeline to perform the steps of bias and dark subtraction, applying the flat field and combining the two sub-exposures to reject cosmic-ray events. The data were then wavelength and flux calibrated with conversion to heliocentric wavelengths and absolute flux units and rectified for the geometric distortions. The 2-D spectral image obtained for each slit position has a spatial scale of 0.
′′ 0507 pixel −1 along the slit, a dispersion of ∆λ = 1.108 Å pixel −1 and a spectral resolution of R ≃ 3000, covering the rest frame wavelength range 6480-7050 Å.
For each spectrum we selected the regions containing the lines of interest. The lines were fitted, row by row, along the dispersion direction, together with a linear continuum, with Gaussian functions using the task SPECFIT in STSDAS/IRAF. All emission lines present in the spectra (Hα, [NII] A single Gaussian function for Hα line does not produce an accurate fit to the lines profile in the region r < 0.
′′ 2 for three positions of the slit: NUC and the nearest N1 and S1. Here the lines profile shows a broad base component superposed to the narrow lines of Hα and [N II] (see Fig. 2 for NUC slit), indicative of the presence of a Broad Line Region. In these regions we performed a fit with two Gaussians components for Hα line, a narrow and a broad one whose velocity we kept fixed at all locations.
In the external regions, where the SNR was insufficient the fitting was improved by co-adding two or more pixels along the slit direction.
Results
The results obtained from the fitting procedure at the five slit positions are shown in Fig. 3 through Fig. 5 where we show the central velocity, surface brightness and FWHM for the narrow Hα line at each location along the slits. Emission is detected out to a radius of ∼ 0.
′′ 5 corresponding to ∼ 40 pc. The extension of the line emission and its behaviour along the five slit positions are in agreement with the Hα image seen in Fig. 1 , where an ∼ EST-WEST elongated emission structure is visible. Conversely, the stellar component shows an almost circular distribution in the V band continuum.
The line emission is strongly peaked on the central slit ( Fig.  3 , middle panel), rapidly decreasing at larger radii and not showing the presence of any emission line knot other than the central maximum. The velocity curve in the central slit, NUC, has a full amplitude of ∼ 400 km s −1 and shows a general reflection symmetry: starting from the center the velocity rapidly rises on both sides by ∼ 200 km s −1 reaching a peak at r ∼ 0. ′′ 1 from the center. At larger radii, the velocity decreases to form a plateau before rising again at the extremes of the velocity field. Both the line flux and the line width rapidly decrease from the nucleus outwards.
The behaviour seen in the off-nuclear slits is qualitatively similar to that seen at the NUC location, but with substantially smaller velocity amplitude and, more important, a less extreme nuclear gradient. Both amplitude and gradient decrease at increasing distance of the slit center from the nucleus, with a behaviour characteristic of gas rotating in a circumnuclear disk. 
Modeling the rotation curves
It therefore appears that an ionized gas system is present in the innermost regions of NGC 3998 with a smooth and regular velocity field, co-rotating with respect to the larger scale stellar and gas disk (Fisher 1997 ).
Our modeling code, described in detail in , was used to fit the observed rotation curves. The code computes the rotation curves of the gas assuming that the gas is rotating in circular orbits within a thin disk in the galaxy potential. The gravitational potential has two components: the stellar potential (determined in the next section), characterized by ′′ 2 fits are performed with a double Gaussian for Hα line to separate the broad and narrow components.
its mass-to-light ratio and a dark mass concentration (the black hole), spatially unresolved at HST+STIS resolution and characterized by its total mass M BH . In computing the rotation curves we take into account the finite spatial resolution of HST+STIS, the line surface brightness distribution and we integrate over the slit and pixel area. The χ 2 is minimized to determine the free parameters using the downhill simplex algorithm by Press et al. (1992) .
The stellar mass distribution
In order to assess the contribution of stars to the gravitational potential in the nuclear region, we derived the stellar luminosity density from the observed surface brightness distribution.
We reconstructed the galaxy light profile using a WFPC2 F547M (V band) image retrieved from the public archive (Fig.  1 ). An inspection of HST archive images shows that contamination from dust is negligible, since dust absorption is seen only on relatively large scale (r > 2 kpc) while the central regions are apparently free from dust (see also Pogge et al. 2000) . We used the IRAF/STSDAS program ELLIPSE to fit elliptical isophotes to the galaxy (see Fig. 6 ). Excluding the nuclear regions (r ≤ 0.
′′ 15) that are dominated by a central compact source, the ellipticity shows small variations around a value of ∼ 0.15. The position angle does not show significant variations being approximately constant at PA = 135
• . The nature of the compact nuclear source is crucial for the estimate of the stellar mass distribution. In fact, if this is associated to light produced by the active nucleus, it does not correspond to a stellar mass contribution and should not be included in the mass budget. The presence of a bright (and variable) UV and X-ray source seems to indicate that indeed this is the case. We explored in more detail this issue by fitting the brightness profile with a Sérsic law (Sérsic 1968) with superposed a point source, whose profile was derived from a synthetic Point Spread Function modeled with TINYTIM. This analysis shows a very good agreement between the data and the model (see Fig. 7 ). This supports the conclusion that the central source is unresolved and associated to AGN emission.
The inversion procedure to derive the stars distribution from the surface brightness is not unique if the gravitational potential does not have a spherical symmetry. Assuming that the gravitational potential is an oblate spheroid, the inversion depends on the knowledge of the potential axial ratio q, and the inclination of its principal plane with respect to the line of sight. As these two quantities are related by the observed isophote ellipticity, we are left with the freedom of assuming different galaxy inclinations to the line of sight. We performed the de-projection adopting for the galaxy inclination the value i = 40
• , as given from the HyperLeda database. Due to the small ellipticity of this galaxy, the precise value of its inclination has only a marginal effect on the resulting mass distribution.
Following van der Marel & van den Bosch (1998), we assumed an oblate spheroid density distribution parameterized as:
where m is given by m 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 /q 2 , xyz is a reference system with the xy plane corresponding to the principal plane of the potential and q is the intrinsic axial ratio, and performed the de-projection adopting for the mass-to-light ratio in the V band the reference value of Υ V = 1. A detailed description of the relevant formulas and of the inversion and fit procedure is presented in . The best fit obtained is shown in Fig. 8 with α = 1.67, β=0.65 and r b =4.65 ′′1 . A point source with flux 5.2 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 Å −1 was added to the extended luminosity distribution.
Fitting the gas kinematics
Our modeling code was used to fit the nuclear rotation curves. The free parameters of the fit are:
-the systemic velocity, v sys , -the impact parameter (i.e. the distance between the nuclear slit center and the center of rotation) b, -the position of the galaxy center along the nuclear slit s 0 , -the angle between the slits and the line of nodes, θ, -the disk inclination i, -the mass-to-light ratio of the stellar component, Υ V , -the black hole mass M BH .
In a oblate spheroid, the stable orbits of the gas are coplanar with the principal plane of the potential and it is possible to directly associate the galaxy inclination and line of nodes with those of the circumnuclear gas. However, the potential shape is not sufficiently well determined by the isophotal fitting down to the innermost regions of the galaxy and it is possible that a change of principal plane might occur at the smallest radii, in particular within the sphere of influence of a supermassive black hole. By these considerations we preferred to leave the disk inclination as a free parameter of the fit. We then performed a χ 2 1 Note that with the derived density profile, the stellar mass included within the HST spatial resolution (0.
′′ 1) is 4.0 ×10 7 M ⊙ , having adopted a mass-to-light ratio Υ V = 6.5 that will be derived in the next Section. Thus it only represents a fraction of ∼ 15 % of the best fit value for the SMBH mass. • , ..., 80
• , allowing all other parameters to vary freely. Due to the sensitivity of the observed line width to the brightness distribution modeling and to other computational problems (i.e. a coarse sampling, Marconi et al. 2006 ) we decided to initially perform the fit without using the values of the line width. We will show in Sect. 4.2.1 that the inclusion of the line widths in the modeling code has only a marginal effect on our results.
To build the synthetic kinematical models the intrinsic line surface brightness distribution for the narrow Hα line had to be obtained for each disk inclination. The observed emission line surface brightness was modeled for each i value with a composition of three circularly symmetric Gaussian functions. The first reproducing the observed central emission peak, the second the intermediate regions and the third to account for the brightness behaviour at large radii. The modeling was performed through a χ 2 minimization, leaving as free parameters the intensity, scale radius and peak position. The choice of a particular model for the line surface brightness distribution does not affect the final BH mass estimate provided that the model reproduces the observed line emission within the errors. Nevertheless it has an important effect on the quality of the velocity fit (Marconi et al. 2006) .
The χ 2 reduced values (χ 2 r = χ 2 /d.o.f.) of the best fit to the velocity curves, obtained for each disk inclination, are shown in Fig. 9 . The quality of the fit depends only very weakly on the assumed disk inclination, with almost constant values of χ 2 r up to i = 60
• , while χ 2 r rapidly increases at larger inclinations. The overall best fitting model to our data is obtained for i = 30
• for the set of parameters reported in Table 1 and is presented in Fig.  10 .
The value of minimum χ 2 r is far larger than the value indicative of a good fit and this is in contrast with the fact that the curves shown in Fig. 10 seem to trace the data points well. The reason for this discrepancy is that χ (e.g. because not all points are independent or as they do not include the uncertainties in the relative wavelength calibration for the five slits) and/or imply the presence of small deviations from pure rotation. Following Barth et al. (2001) we then rescaled the error bars in our velocity measurements by adding in quadrature a constant error such that the overall best fitting model provides χ 2 /d.o.f. ∼ 1. This is a quite conservative approach as it has the effect of increasing the final uncertainty on M BH . The additional velocity error is found to be 28 km s −1 . We rescaled all values of χ 2 r with this procedure (Fig. 11, bottom panel) . The best fitting models obtained at varying disk inclination are within the 2σ confidence level (∆χ 2 r ≤ 0.09) for 10
• ≤ i ≤ 70
• . To evaluate the statistical uncertainty associated to the black hole mass estimate we explored its variation with respect to the parameters that are more strongly coupled to it, i.e. the massto-light ratio Υ V and the gas disk inclination i. The uncertainty on M BH associated to changes in Υ V has been estimated building a χ 2 r grid in the M BH vs. Υ V parameter space. At each point of the grid, described by a fixed pair of M BH and Υ V values, we obtained the best fit model allowing all other parameters to vary freely and derived the corresponding χ 2 r value (properly rescaled). This enabled us to build contours of confidence level. The result of this analysis at i = 30
• is presented in Fig. 12 . The 2σ ranges of the BH mass and mass-to-light ratio at this disk inclination are M BH = 2.7 +1.5 −1.0 × 10 8 M ⊙ and Υ V = 6.5
−3.0 respectively. The statistical uncertainty on M BH is reported in the error bar in Fig. 11 . We repeated the same analysis for another representative value of the inclination, 60
• , obtaining similar fractional uncertainties on the parameters.
The dependence of BH mass on the gas disk inclination closely follows the expected scaling with a ∝ 1/sin 2 i law (see Fig. 11 ), at least up to i ≤ 60
• . Since all disk inclination i ≤ 70
• yield acceptable fits (within the 2σ level), apparently our analysis only provides a lower bound to the black-hole mass. However, also the mass-to-light ratio Υ V increases sharply at low inclinations reaching a value of 50 for i = 10
• . In fact at smaller inclinations a deeper potential is needed to maintain the projected velocities seen at the largest radii where the stellar component dominates. We then considered the evolutionary synthesis models for stellar populations derived by Maraston (1998) in order to limit ourselves only to astrophysically acceptable models. The value of Υ V monotonically increases with the galaxy's age reaching, for a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF), the maximum value in the V band of Υ V = 7.87 for an age of 15 Gyr. This value corresponds to an inclination of ∼ 27
• (having used a 1/sin 2 i interpolation on the disk inclination for the dependence of both Υ V and M BH ). This translates into an upper bound to the black hole mass (see Fig. 11 ). Therefore, although larger blackhole masses are allowed when considering only the kinematical modeling, they are in reality unacceptable as they would correspond to a mass-to-light ratio of the stellar population larger than predicted by the stellar population synthesis. Furthermore, the adopted upper limit on Υ V compares favourably with observations. The correlation between galaxy's luminosity and mass-tolight ratio (e.g. van der Marel 1991; Cappellari et al. 2006 ) predicts a range (in the R band) of Υ R ∼ 3 − 6.5. This is consistent with an age of 7 − 15 Gyr and with the upper limit we adopted in the V band.
By combining the allowed range in inclination with the statistical uncertainties on M BH associated to variations in Υ V , we obtain a global range of acceptable black hole mass of M BH = (0.7 − 5.1) × 10 8 M ⊙ at a 2 σ level.
Line width distribution
At this point of our analysis we tested the influence over the above results of including the line width in the fitting procedure. Adopting the best fit parameter set (Table 1) we obtained the FWHM distribution shown in Fig.13 (solid line) . The observed line widths are acceptably well reproduced by the model. Only a slightly underestimate (∼ 20%) of the nuclear increase is observable at NUC, while the largest deviation from the peak values occurs at the off-nuclear S1. Among the line parameters, the line width is the most sensitive to the brightness distribution modeling and to other computational problems, i.e. a sub-sampling of the grid used by the numerical code (Marconi et al. 2006 ). Due to this sensitivity only weak constraints on the BH mass estimate can be derived by its inclusion in the fitting procedure. Therefore, a slightly underestimate of the peak observed values does not invalidate the derived fitting model.
Despite the goodness of the result, we repeated the χ 2 minimization at i = 30
• , this time by including the observed line widths in the modeling procedure. The best fit obtained is shown in Fig. 13 (dashed line) . Only a small improvement of the match with observed values is obtained, while the model velocity curves remain substantially unchanged respect to the previous result. Furthermore, BH mass and mass-to-light ratio values do not change significatively, resulting M BH = 3.1 × 10 8 M ⊙ and Υ V = 5.6. The modeling code assumption that the nuclear gas is in a thin, circularly rotating disk is then verified through the satisfactory good match of observed and model line width distributions. Indeed, the nuclear rise of the line width is well accounted for as unresolved rotation by the fitting model. 
Discussion
Our model fitting of the nuclear rotation curves of NGC 3998 indicates that the kinematics of gas in its innermost regions can be successfully accounted for by circular motions in a thin disk when a point-like dark mass (presumably a supermassive black hole) of M BH = 2.7 +2.4 −2.0 × 10 8 M ⊙ is added to the galaxy potential. Let us explore how this mass determination is connected with the properties of the host galaxy. We compare our BH mass estimate with the known correlations with host spheroid (bulge) mass (Marconi & Hunt 2003) and with the stellar velocity dispersion Ferrarese & Ford 2005) .
Following Marconi & Hunt (2003) , we used the virial mass (M vir = 3R e σ 2 bul /G) to determine the bulge mass of NGC 3998. The effective radius of the bulge, R e , has been estimated as the weighted average of the determinations by Fisher et al. (1996) ′′ 2 slit) respectively 2 . We adopted the value from HyperLeda database σ star = (305 ± 10) km s −1 . The velocity dispersions in the catalogue are mean values standardized to a circular aperture of radius r ap = 0.595 h −1 kpc (see Golev & Prugniel 1998) . At the distance of NGC 3998 this radius corresponds to an aperture of 9.
′′ 6 of radius, very close to the value of the bulge effective radius for NGC 3998.
Assuming that this value of σ star is a good approximation for σ bul , we obtained for the bulge mass the value M bul = (5.5 ± 0.7) × 10 10 M ⊙ . Using this estimate of M bul and the corre- lation of Marconi & Hunt (2003) which considers only "secure" BH mass determinations (i.e. BH with resolved sphere of influence: 2R sph /R res > 1, with R res the spatial resolution of the observations) the expected M BH for NGC 3998 is 1.3 ×10 8 M ⊙ , in excellent agreement, within a factor of 2, with our determination (see Fig.14) . We also note that the value of the BH sphere of influence radius in NGC 3998 (R sph = GM BH /σ 2 star ) is R sph ∼ 13 pc (0.
′′ 16). This implies a well resolved BH sphere of influence at the HST resolution (∼ 0.
′′ 1) for our M BH determination (2R sph /R res ≃ 3.2).
Concerning the correlations between BH mass and central stellar velocity dispersion, adopting the correlation parameters estimated by Tremaine et al. (2002) the expected BH mass for NGC 3998 is 7.4 ×10 8 M ⊙ (see Fig.15 ), a factor ∼ 2.7 higher than our estimate. However, NGC 3998 cannot be considered as an outlier from the M BH vs. σ correlation given the errors in the estimates of M BH , σ star , and of the best fit parameters describing M BH −σ relation, and its intrinsic scatter (0.25−0.3 in log M BH ). We can also compare our measurement with the expectations of the M BH − σ relation recently derived by Ferrarese & Ford (2005) . We then normalized the central velocity dispersion to an aperture of radius equal to 1/8 of R e , following the method introduced by Jorgensen et al. (1995) , and derived σ R e /8 = 330 ± 11 km s −1 . This form of the correlation predicts a BH mass of 1.9 ×10 9 M ⊙ , a factor of 7 higher than our estimate, a larger discrepancy than the one found adopting the Tremaine et al. values. Marconi & Hunt (2003) showed with a partial correlation analysis that M BH is separately significantly correlated both with σ and R e . This is clearly shown by the residuals of the M BH − σ correlation against R e that show a weak, but significant, correlation (reproduced here in Fig. 16 ). The new measurement of the black hole mass in NGC 3998 supports this idea. In fact, NGC 3998 has one of the smallest values of R e among galaxies with measured M BH (0.85 kpc) and it shows a negative residual from the M BH − σ correlation. Recently Capetti et al. (2005) found a • are excluded at a confidence level of 2σ (shaded region in the right side of the diagrams). Models with inclinations smaller than 27
• are excluded since they correspond to unacceptably high values of Υ V (shaded region in the left side of the diagrams, bounded by Υ V = 7.87 as expected for a Salpeter IMF). • . Contours are plotted for confidence levels of 1, 2 and 3 σ. The plus sign marks the overall best fit. similar result, but in the opposed sense, considering the Seyfert galaxy NGC 5252: a large effective radius (9.7 kpc) corresponds in this galaxy to a large positive residual. This confirms that a combination of both σ and R e is necessary to drive the correla- tions between M BH and other bulge properties, an indication for the presence of a black holes "fundamental plane".
Summary and conclusions
We have presented results from a gas kinematics study in the nucleus of the nearby S0 active galaxy NGC 3998. The analyzed data were retrieved from archival HST/STIS long-slit spectra. We performed an analysis of the Hα, [N II]λλ6548,6583 and [SII]λλ6716,6731 emission lines profiles to derive the map of the gas velocity field. The nuclear velocity curves show a general reflection symmetry and are consistent with the presence of gas in regular rotation. We used our modeling code to fit the observed Hα surface brightness distribution and velocity curve. The dynamics of the rotating gas can be accurately repro- duced by motions in a thin disk when a compact dark mass of M BH = 2.7 +2.4 −2.0 × 10 8 M ⊙ , very likely a supermassive black hole, is added to the stellar mass component. This result is also supported by the satisfactory good match of observed and model line width distributions. Furthermore, the black hole in NGC 3998 has a sphere of influence radius of ∼ 13 pc (0.
′′ 16). At the high HST spatial resolution, this value of R sph implies a resolved BH sphere of influence for our M BH determination (2R sph /R res ≃ 3.2).
For what concerns the connections of this BH mass estimate with the properties of the host galaxy, the M BH value for NGC 3998 is in excellent agreement (within a factor of 2) with the M BH − M bul correlation between BH and host bulge mass. The black hole mass predicted by the M BH − σ bul correlation is a factor of 2.7 larger than our measure, adopting the relation found by Tremaine et al. (2002) , or a factor of 7 using the most recent parameterization by Ferrarese & Ford (2005) . However, NGC 3998 cannot be considered as an outlier from the M BH vs. σ correlation considering the errors in the estimates of M BH and σ star , and both the uncertainties in the determination of the M BH − σ relation as well as its scatter.
Nonetheless, the lower-than-expected value for the mass of the black hole hosted by NGC 3998 strengthens the presence of a connection between the residuals from the M BH − σ relation and the galaxy's effective radius. In fact, NGC 3998 has one of the smallest values of R e among galaxies with measured M BH and it shows a negative residual. We also recently showed that the opposite is true for the Seyfert galaxy NGC 5252: a large effective radius corresponds in this galaxy to a large positive residual.
Apparently only with a combination of both σ and R e it is possible to account for the correlations between M BH and other bulge properties, an indication for the presence of a black holes "fundamental plane". Clearly, only by further increasing the number of direct black hole measurements it will be possible to base these conclusions on a stronger statistical foundation.
